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November Meeting Demo
John Lucas will be turning a split
turned clock. He will give a
brief discussion of split turning.
Then will demonstrate the turning of a clock. Split turning is
the technique of glueing two
pieces of wood together, turning
them, and then splitting them
apart to produce 2 identical
pieces. This will make a great
project for Christmas because
you can make 2 once!

October 2002
his talk was truly inspiring.
A Message From the
On Saturday, most TAW members missed an opportunity to
President: Deryl Duer watch three notable wood turners
their skills. Dick
I hope that everyone who attend- demonstrate
Sing,
John
Jordan,
and Cliff
ed the October Turning 2002,
Lounsbury ignoring the small
enjoyed the
attendance, gave those in attenevent as much
dance a thousand dollar experias I did. The
ence for their $25 investment. It is
week of
my personal hope that our club
October 15th
members will take fuller advanwas a week
tage of the next opportunity to see
that I will
international and national talent
remember
forever. The 2002 TAW President demonstrating locally.
Frank Sudol's 2-day hands-on
week began oeryl Duer
workshop was a very successful
with Frank
Sudol and Darrell Davis arriving event. Although I was not a part of
the class, Darrell Davis and Frank
Monday evening after their
helped
me to turn my first very
appearance at Texas Turn or Two
thin vessel successfully to my
2002.
amazement.
I invite you all to talk
On Tuesday afternoon, Frank
with our club members who were
Sudol, Darrell Davis, CJM
a part of the class, and get a first
Productions and I created an
hand account of their experience.
instructional video tape and a
DVD showing how Frank creates It is my personal goal to bring as
his very thin vessels. This video- many hands-on learning experitape and DVD were created as
ences to Nashville as I can, but I
examples of the type of instrucneed the help of our members. If
tional series that CJM Productions you have any suggestions of how
and I would like to create for the we can increase the attendance at
AAW. It was presented at the
our next event, please email me or
AAW board meeting in California call me.
on October 26th.
On Friday October 18th, Frank Deryl Duer
gave his lecture, "Starting Your
TAW President 2003
Creative Engine" to a small, but 615/969-9407
very receptive audience. I wish
that everyone could have been
there to hear him speak, because
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Remember to Bring Your
2 Christmas Ornaments
to the Next Meeting
by Ray Sandusky
As a reminder, the TAW will once
again use the talents of its many
woodturners to perform a bit of
community service.
Last year, Ray Sandusky suggested the Baptist Childrens Home of
Tennessee be the recipient of a
fimd raising drive at Christmas. He
asked each member to make 2
ornaments to donate to the drive.
We had a total of 48 ornaments
that were sold through two church
bookstores or directly to individuals, producing a total of $300.00
for the children. The TAW members voted to match the total with a
$300.00 donation - for a grand
total of $600.00! This was good
for the first year's sale!
This year we have a goal of rais^ ^ n g $400 for the children - we can
^ d o it!
So, take an hour of your time at
the lathe this week and turn 2
ornaments. If you never turned an
ornament, read the next article - it
is a review of last month's ornament demonstration by John
Roberts.
There is another write-up later in
the newsletter on Dick Sing, who
did his own demonstration on
Chirstmas Tree Ornaments at the
event held at Woodcrafters
Exchange on October 19th.
Remember, your 2 Ornaments are
due at the November 5 meeting.

October Demo - John
Roberts Demonstrated
His Technique For
Turning an Ornament

by Ray Sandusky
Although I was late for the meeting, I did get the opportunity to
catch the last segment of John
Robert's demonstration of how he
turns his exquisite Ornaments.
John showed a 3 piece style ornament, with a cap, globe and icicle.
These ornaments can be turned
from a single species of wood or
from two different species. It is
more common to see these made
with two contrasting species, like
maple and walnut. So the ornament will have a maple cap, walnut globe and a maple icicle. Of
course, you may have a wood
combination like dark, light, dark
or light, red, light (ash, cedar, ash)
or light, dark, light - you decide!
John showed how to turn the ici-

John Roberts demonstrates how to
hollow out the globe section of an
ornament at the October Demo.

a tendency to bend and whip as it
is difTicult to support the narrow
point after the next section is
trimmed.
The caps are drilled with a small

Here are three ornaments John displayed - each has contrasting wood
color and its own unique shape beautiful!

bit - 1/16" - and fitted with a small
eyelet that accepts the wire hook
for the hanger. There was discussion about the eyelet - John Lucas
suggested the use of fish hooks
with the hook part snipped off. If
you use fish hooks, get the size 10
with the barbs cut into the stem,
this will act as an anchor to keep
the hook from slipping out of the
hole.
After you are finished turning the
3 pieces, apply a dab of glue, some
use CA glue while others use a
Titebond type glue - either one
works fine.
John uses a wood clamp to hold
the pieces together while the glue
^
dries. This is a
pretty good

m SmMtj^^, ^^^^ ^^^^^
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the 3 pieces in
tact until dry.

cle section, making sure to turn the
piece in sections, starting at the
point end first and finishing it as
you go. Once you make that sec- Great Demo! Thank you John!
tion narrow, it needs to be sanded
and finished because the wood has
2

October Instant Gallery

John Van Der Vort
A small bowl with a turned rim and
foot - very nicly done!

John Moss with another of his beautiful turned and pierced pieces.

\Randy Trentham

John Lucas with a new tool - and a
really nice handle!
Ernest Sherrill with an ornament with
perfect proportions!
Two clocks with turned bases

John Lucas also made an array of
ornaments from walnut shells with
inlace to Till the holes in the shell very nice and unique.

If you turned an item that you
would like to show, please bring it
to the next meeting - we all would
benefit from seeing your work and
we may learn something new from
you!

A turned, pierced and painted
rimmed bowl - a la Bihn Pho!
A turned and carved handle
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Tool Review:
Tathe Lighting

words and photos by Art Liestman
I've recentiy upgraded the lighting around my Stubby 750. In
addition to ceiling mounted lights,
I also like to have lights closer to
the lathe that can be moved around
easily. I had been using two articulated desk lamps with 75-watt
bulbs (the max recommended) and
they worked reasonably well, but I
was not completely happy with the
setup. One particular problem was
that when I used my Jamieson handle hollowing tools, I would have
to remove one of the lamps from
its normal position to allow the
handle to swing across the back
side of the lathe bed. Another
problem was that the light was
insufficient. At the AAW
Symposium this past summer, I
decided to purchase the Light
Stand from Gary Sanders

raised and lowered, an upper horizontal arm that pivots from the
vertical post, a small (2x3) platform at the end of the upper arm,
and an electrical outlet at the top
of the vertical post. The stand is
well designed and nicely constructed with UHMW bushings to allow
everything to move very smoothly.
The stand setup allows a great deal
of flexibility in positioning the
small platform around the lathe.
The small platform can be used as
a place to mount a single light or
attaching a larger platform can
give more options. I bolted on a
larger plywood platform (6x8) and
then attached my two desk lamps.
I also added a bolt from which I
could hang my vacuum chuck controls.

(http://www.tummgwood.com/
light_stand.htm).

This gave me a very muchimproved system both for lighting
and for ease of using the vacuum
chuck. Plus, the way the stand is
set up keeps it out of the way of
tool handles so I don't have to
remove my lights when hollowing.
Versions of the stand are made for
many popular lathes. I presume
the difference between these versions is in the mounting plate and,
perhaps, in some of the dimensions.
With the positioning of the lights
The Light Stand attaches directly improved,
I was still not quite satto your lathe or lathe bench. It
isfied
with
the amount of light that
^consists of a mounting plate, a hor- I had available.
^^cor
More watts, I fig^Pizontal arm that swivels from the
ured.
After
reading
some posts on
plate, a vertical post that can be
rec.crafts.woodturning about
4

Moffat lamps, I decided that I
should try them. (The posts gave
positive reviews and indicated that
the lamps could take 100-watt
bulbs.)
Unforttmately, Moffat lamps

aren't readily available here in
British Columbia, but it turns out
that they are available from Gary
Sanders so I ordered a two from
him to mount on my Light Stand.
The Moffat lamps cu-e wonderful.
There are different mounting systems that can be ordered. Mine
has the flange mount (a magnetic
base that can be added to a lamp)
and a quick disconnect to remove
the lamp from the base.
Another option is the stud mount
that, presumably, doesn't disconnect as quickly. The lamps have a
heavy-duty bendable arm which
stays where you put it. They can
be used with up to 100 watt bulbs
as they are equipped with a heat
sink inside the light. They come
complete with a metal safety grill
and a sealed switch. I use mine
with 100-watt halogen bulbs that
provide all the light that I need.
The combination of the
Light Stand and the Moffat lamps
has really improved my workspace. Now, I'm looking at other
areas of the studio that need
upgrading.

October 18 - Start Your
Creative Engines With
Frank Sudol
( * ^ y Ray Sandusky
This was the second time I had
the pleasure to spend a few hours
listening to Frank Sudol's stirring
speech on following your heart and
exploring your own creativity.
Once again, I walked away with an
increase in my desire to do something against the grain.
The evening started with a social
hour of general interaction with
Frank, his assistant Darrell, Cliff
Loundsbury and Dick Sing. We
also had the pleasure of welcoming
Clay Johnson of Choice Woods in
Louisville, KY.

standpoint of preservation - not
just the animals but also the wood.
One piece he presented was a
vase he made to commemorate a
political victory against a new constitution proposed by the French
Canadians. This piece was made
from North American Elm, a dying
species - (as a tribute to the Native
Canadians - also a dying species)
and had two carved Magpie feathers to commemorate the actions of
the two men (native Canadians)
who stood up to the new document
and the French in Quebec. The
magpie is a bird that is blamed for
all variety of mishap in Canada.
So this piece is special to Frank
and to a free Canada. Throughout
Frank's work you can find statements and commemorations, the
message is what makes it special.

something there - celebrate your
freedom from the norm, make
something to commemorate the
new freedom? So Frank went
about his turning and painting and
low and behold...he did it! He
broke from convention and created
something for himself - the
"Ribbons Bowl"
Eureka! It was like a bolt of
lightenign hitting him - he could
use color, he could make something that made him happy and the

Frank holds a small Ribbons Bowl

A Large Ribbons Bowl - 48" Tall

Frank Sudol spoke about creativity

Frank took the floor and promptly began a slide presentation that
provided a complete retrospective
on his work. He was a biologist
throughout his career, this fact was
displayed in almost every piece he
displayed.
Over the last 10 years or so, he
has focused on turning deep vessels that are pierced and carved,
usually with pictures of his
"friends," the wildlife that lives
close to his home in
askatchewan, Canada - the wolf,
bear, rabbit, owl and fox.
He discussed his work from the

Then one evening Frank was presented with a challenge by Mike
Hosaluk to "go make something
for yourself, and use some color."
This was indeed a challenge,
because to that point, Frank was
making things to sell - he was producing turnings that people wanted
and bought.
Why should he make something
for himself? Well he pondered that
question and racked his brain for a
while, then his spirit came forward
and said - "be free, let go of convention and celebrate your liberation!" Hmmmm, he may have hit
5

best part of it is he created something that people want to buy even
more than his previous work, not
because it is Frank Sudol vase, but
because of what this design stands
for - a celebration!
So let go of convention and celebrate creativity - write your own
story in your work - start your creative engine! Why wait?
Ray Sandusky may be contacted
via email at:
rsandusky@comcast.net

Dick Sing: Ornament
Demonstration

parts as well as the tolerances of
the connection points.

! By Ray Sandusky
On October 19, Dick Sing, a
- world reknowned woodturner
spent 3 hours showing his tech! nique of making an ornament.
Dick has many books and tapes to
his credit.
Although he is famous and can

knee. But you could not tell!
He started out with a blank and
proceeded to show us how easy it
is to turn a bowl.
First he shaped the outside, starting at the foot and working toward
the rim. John explaind the reason
behind the bottom to top approach.
When moving up toward the rim,
the wood fibers support the cut like walking down steps - the next
fiber below the one you are on is
there to support the one being cut.
So, by following the simple rules
of turning downhill and using a
sharp bowl gouge you too can
make a bowl.

Dick Sing with the finished product captive ring and all

The most unique charateristic of
his ornament design is the captive
ring on the finial. As he told us a
story about his having a big mouth
during a demonstration, Dick
Dick Sing from the Chicago Area
released a captive ring on the finial
^demonstrated his ornament technique his trademark. It seems, he was
make some fantastic ornaments, he showing off and asked a lady if
is really just a big man with a lot she ever saw a captive ring on an
icicle, he showed off a bit and
of patience and grace.
He turns many different types of made one during the demo. Well,
objects, from ornaments to eggs to now he can not make an ornament
without one or it would not be
eccentric and off center items.
Watching him make an ornament one of his!
was a treat. He uses precise measJohn Jordan - Turning A
urements, but also relies on his
sense of proportion and form in
Bowl, the Basics
making the parts for his ornament. By Ray Sandusky
The fmial or icicle is the most
important part of his 3 part pieces. It was good to see John up and
He actually uses a "story stick" to around - he just had surgery on his
mark out the steps, but it does not
actually dictate the form. Instead,
he marks the points and lets the
process take it from there.
Dick's experience as a Retired
Die Maker for GM is evident in
is use of calipers and exact measurements for the thickness of his

John Jordan turned a bowl with a
classic form

The thing that sets John's bowls
apart is form. Just like all of his
work, John makes sure his bowls
are proportional, with clean lins
and a well defined rim.
When turning the inside of the

bowl, make sure you cut from the
outside to the inside, taking continuous cuts and making sure the
bevel of the gouge rubs along the
entire cut, even where the transition from side to bottom occurs.
This is the hardest part, but John
made it look easy! Thank you
John for another great demo!

CHff Loundsbury's Demo
By Deryl Duer
Cliff Lounsbury drove down
from Helen, Michigan, to give us
another look at the art of wood
turning. I had an opportunity to
meet Cliff in Providence, RI, at the
AAW symposium. Cliff demonstrated in the Choice Woods booth
in the vendor area, and as a result,
I did not realize just how talented
an artist I was watching.
I Cliff has developed a deep hollowing system that incorporates
the "D" bar system, and includes a
laser system that allows the user to
achieve a very accurate thin wall
vessel. Compared to the internal
light that Frank Sudol incorporates
in his turning, which is limited to
clear white wood, the laser system
will work with any wood.

You're Invited To Attend

"Threading Small Boxes"

A Free Woodturning Demonstration Given By
Willard Baxter

Sat. Nov. 2, 2002
From 9:00 am to 4:00 pm
At 1027 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210
Phone 615-255-1919

president@tnwoodtumers.org

Cliffs approach to hollowing is
to take out as much wood in the
Instruction Needed!
shortest amount of time possible.
Using his bar system, he proceed- I received the following message via email and am passing
ed to hog out the inside of a cherry it on to any club members who are interested in teaching
who live in East Tennessee:
burl log in less than 30 minutes.
Although speed is not the goal of
many turners. Cliff explained that I would like to try my hand at bowl making. I have a cotten wood
trunk cut into 2ft sections today 10/22/02 that has been in the dry for
in the process of creating his art,
some
8 years and some sycamore that has been in the dry for about 4
the actual turning is only about 20
years. I need to talk to someone who is interested in helping me
percent of the task.
learn. Thanks
The balance of his time is spent
carving the turned vessel into
incredible detailed works of art. I Milton Nelson
^^believe that Cliff would make a
Email: miltonnelson@chartertn.net
^P^ood presenter for a future TAW
sjnnposium.
7
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My Frank Sudol
Experience
By Tom Yount

4 ^

•

My first awareness of Frank
Sutiol's awesome artistic and craft
skills came at Arrowmont during a
Binh Pho class. The exhibition studio had a woodturning exhibit and
prominently featured was a pierced
and embossed spiral around a very
thin wall turning that, as I recall,
was about 30" high and 8" to 10"
in diameter. The spiral featured life
like renditions of animals of
Canada seperated by carefully
pierced sections.
j The clean openings of the pierced
section, the details of hair and
horns and hooves, on the animals
just awed all of us. During that
Binh Pho class, I learned a lot
about thin wall turning and about
embossing and piercing, but my
ambitions never extended to having an opportunity to turn, pierce
and airbrush under the tutelage of
Frank Sudol. Moreover, I never
imagined that a craftsman and
artist of Franks' caliber would offer
so much constructive instruction,
coupled with practical philosophical admonitions.
Frank seemed to find time for
each of the six of us in his class. I

believe each of us can do a reasonable simulation of hair, feathers
and horns, and with practice, can
do a credible job with an airbrush.
I and, I believe, the others in the
class are grateful to Deryl Duer for
setting up this opportunity.
^.^^ Safety Glasses or a Face Shield are
"Required Equipment'wdien operating a lathe - Remember to practice
safety at all timesl

Frank Sudol Demo
By John Lucas
I just had the pleasure of spending
a weekend with Frank Sudol. For
those of you who don't know him,
Frank is a Canadian turner who specializes in tall, very thin vessels that
are pierced, air brushed, carved and
woodbumed. I know that sounds
like a lot on one piece of wood but
it's very tastefully done. Frank's
pieces speak of the fragile nature of
our wildlife and their environment.
He tries to make the pieces speak to
you.
His work looks extremely difficult
to master and yet in one weekend
we all had small examples of his
work that we completed in just 2
days. I've got to tell you I didn't
think we would be doing that much.
I don't think I will be making vessels like Frank's but using the techniques in some different way to
make my work speak. That is
exactly what Frank would want.
He gave a lecture on Friday night
about starting your creative engine.
I've seen that before and it's excellent. He discusses at length how
you should try to speak with your
pieces, not copy someone else.
He feels that we all have a voice
and something to say. Frank thinks
we should try to find it, and if
woodturning is our voice, then try
to find a way to share tliat with others. You have to feel motivated
after he talks. I know the next time
I turn a piece that I'm really proud
of I will stand back and say "sombitch". That should be enough to
make Frank smile.
Editor's note: Frank Sudol is a
very colorful character with a very
coloiiul vocabulary!
8

LACQUER FINISHING - A
Check List
Lacquer is a favorite finish for
woodtumings, here are a few tips:
Spray Equipment:
Make sure your spray gun is set
up properly for the material you
are spraying & has a matched air
cap, fluid nozzle, and needle of
appropriate size.
Lacquer Finishing Materials-*
Thin as little as possible (unless
specifically otherwise directed on
the label). Over thinning reduces
the total solids applied per coat and
more coats must be applied to get
the same thickness of coating and
protection for the surface.
Overly thinned lacquer creates
many application problems. If flow
characteristics need improvement
the proper additives should be used
to accommodate climatic changes.
Spray with as little air pressure as
will allow the transfer of material.
Too much air pressure causes over
atomization resulting excessive air
turbulence and overspray.
Use high quality thinners and finishing products designed to meet
the joh requirements.
Do NOT Substitute cheap or mismatched thinners or solvents!
Use Clear Amber lacquers on
medium to dark rich wood tones
and for refinishing antiques.
Use CLEAR Water White lacquers
on very light wood tones and on
white or pastel wash stain colors.
Use Sanding Sealer usually not
more than two coats. Sanding
Sealer seals or primes the wood to
provide a base for the build coats
and makes sanding easier.

Calendar of Events

November 2002
Nov 2: 9:00 AM
Nov 5: 7:00 PM

Willard Baxter

Small Threaded Box Turning Demonstration with hands on
instruction. Willard will also have his threading tools available
for you to purchase.
TAW General Meeting
Remember to bring at least 2 Christmas Ornaments!
Instant Gallery
Demonstrator:
John Lucas - Split Turning

Tool Review: (As seen on the Internet in rec.crafts.woodturning)

Kelton Industries Hollowers: A Brief Review By Lyn J. Mangiameli
The Kelton Undercutters are, as you probably imagine, a set of four scrapers designed to assist in the undercutting of lipped bowls, lids or semi-enclosed forms. Not only is each shaped differently, but the shapes
have been well thought out so that they complement each other in such a way that they can be used individually or in combination to hollow or smooth under a lip. The smallest tip is tightly rounded (about a quarter inch
across the main portion of the tip) with a moderate hook, it almost has the shape of a flat Kelton HoUower.
There is another that has a larger rounded tip with only a slight hook, then there is a laige almost fully round
headed one (kind of like a grape sticking out from the side). The largest is flat faced with a sharp lower edge
and is about three quarters of an inch wide (see accompanying photo). The flat faced one will also do a good
job giving a straight wall and a sharply angled lower comer or edge on medium sized boxes.
The Undercutters follow in the Kelton design philosophy of offering integrated sets of similar tools, without
fixed handles, but all able to be fit into one of the Kelton steel handles. 1 like this modular but integrated
approach which gives one the ability to use the length and weight of handle most suitable to a turner's individual size and the task at hand. While meant to fit in either the large or small Kelton handles, they willfitjust as
^ell in the Oneway Handles, or, with just a little grinding, will fit in the 5/8 inch bore of such handles as the
Hamlet or Woodcut. If you wanted, you could easily fit your own handle to them, though you would loose the
advantage they now have of storing compactly.
Their flat shafts are 3/4 inches wide and 5/16 inch thick, which is thicker than most scrapers, and thicker than
any other scraper that is used for a similar purpose. I found them plenty stable for their short length (5.75
Usable, 8 inches overall from tip to end of shaft) and intended use. They will work well with most normal tool
rests, but I found the Box Rests made by BestWoodTools (and offered by Packard Woodworks) to be particularly effective in supporting the shafts as the tip was advanced under a lip.
Despite their contoured shapes, I found it easy to develop a burr on all of the Undercutters, and found the
burr to hold up well, not unlike their cousins, the Kelton Hollowers. When used gently, they left a fairly good
finish (there was sometimes a little tear out of endgrain, less so if 1 used the Box Rests), and when used
aggressively, they could remove a fair amount of wood. I initially questioned whether 1 would find these tools
useful, as I'm mostly an enclosed hollow form turner. But I had fun using them and they have encouraged me
to create more semi-enclosed forms, using the Undercutters to experiment with different lip and lid styles. I
(hink these are a great new addition, though they are not for everyone, as they are designed for a rather specific use. At $95.00 US dollars they are not cheap, but they are less than other similar sets; keep in mind you are
getting essentially four scrapers. They are obviously a better buy if you already have a Kelton or similar steel
andle to use with them.
The Kelton Hollowing System is available at The Cutting Edge Tool Company of Houston, TX,
internet site: www.cuttingedgetools.com or via the telephone at 800-790-7980.
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The Tennessee Association of Woodturners is a local chapter of the
American Association of Woodtimiers. Our purpose is to provide
a meeting place for local turners to share ideas and techniques and
to educate the general public regarding the art of turning. The
TAW meets the first Tuesday of each month in Brentwood, TN and
periodically sponsors local exhibitions and demonstrations as well
as an annual symposium.

Tennessee Association of Woodturners
Board of Directors:
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary/Newsletter
Librarian
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member

Deryl Duer
Gary Martin
Bill Gray
Ray Sandusky

We meet the first Tuesday
of every month at 7:00pm
at the Harpeth Hills
Church of Christ
Map to Monthly Meeting
Location
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Fred Takacs
Dave Collier
Randy Trentham

Tennessee Association of
Woodturners
c/o Ray Sandusky
9307 Fall Court West
Brentwood, TN 37027
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